Abstract. Very important and instructive trigonometric equation is considered. The solutions from different manuals and reference books are examined, mistakes of these solutions are discovered. It is shown how to make the solution of the equation shorter, how to present the answer more visually.
At present, in the school is very little attention given to trigonometric equations, so for the reader it will be quite useful to get acquainted with one of the classic equations tg(πtgx) = ctg(πctgx).
The equation has many merits. One -it is very aesthetically pleasing, and that could compete with it unless its twin -equation
sin(π sin x) = cos(π cos x), while the latter just much simpler. Second -solving it requires substantial knowledge of trigonometry -inverse trigonometric functions, these connecting relationships, definition domains, value ranges and so on. Third, it faced dealing with serious logical difficulties related to the issues of equations equivalence. An interesting history of this equation. Probably the first time it was given during the entrance exams to the Moscow Lomonosov University, then got into the well reputable directories and tasks encyclopedic publications. Unfortunately, we pierced them convinced that by equation solving and interpreting has been made everywhere vexatious mistakes. The least quantity of these is made in the books [1] and [2] . By the way, the solution is actually everywhere copyed from [1] down, and the mistakes in enacting solution only confirms the level of difficulty of the equation.
We provide a solution of [1] , only indicate how it can be improved, how more aesthetic to record the answers. It is also very important for developing mathematical taste -the latter question is unnecessary in most cases ignored. But the main thingwe were able to find a new, shorter solution and get a simpler answer -as mentioned, in the literature is exposed the same solution and is indicated the same answer from [1] . Incidentally, different forms of the answer is often by solving trigonometric equations in several ways.
Begin to solve equation (1) absolutely necessary from the definition domain defined by the relationships
There equation (1) is equivalent to the equations tg(πtgx) = tg(
Thus, solving equation (1) Let us define set of k values where tg x is rational (then it will be easier to figure out when they are of the form m + 
16
, thus values −2, −1, 0, 1 must be rejected. Second, tg x will be rational only, when (2k + 1)
2 − 16 will be the square of integer. Since this difference is odd, it should be
It is now possible to solve number of systems k − a = . . . , k + a + 1 = . . . ir (2a + 1) 2 depends to the sequence of odd squares 1, 9, 25, 49, 81, . . . . Differences between adjacent members increases and beginning from 49 are larger than 16. Even greater are differences between non-adjacent members of the sequence. Hence, the difference 16 provides only 5 2 − 3 2 , so (2k + 1) 2 = 5 2 , 2k + 1 = ±5, k = −3 and k = 2. Thus, the rational tangent in formula (4) provides only k = −3 and k = 2. We have to determine when the k values give tangents of forms , so it has to be rejected. Thus, we will definitely fit tangent values of both signs "+" and "−" for all integer k with the exception of −3, −2, −1, 0, 1, 2. With k = −3 and k = 2 suites only one of signes, thus they must be included to answer separately. The answer can be written
n ∈ Z, k = 3, ±4, ±5, . . . .
So it is written in the books [1] and [2] , only in the book [1] there is a proofreading error -not rejected value k = 1. There are a lot of proofreading errors (and not only proofreading) in the book [3] , and before the second arctangent the sign ± is replaced, thus in so written answer some values of
, and when k = −4, we have
, -after all, it's the same! In the beginning we promised to write an answer nicer. Here k values are scattered, begin from 3. Write sequence (2k+1) with the values k = 3, 4, 5, . . . . and the sequence (2k + 1) with the values k = −4, −5, −6, . . . : 7, 9, 11, . . . , −7, −9, −11, . . . .
It can be seen that they can be written as a sequence (2k+5) with values k = 1, 2, 3, . . . and as the sequence -(2k + 5) with values k = 1, 2, 3 . . . . Connecting can be a single formula ±(2k + 5), k ∈ N. Now our answer would look like this:
or that there be no doubts about the combinations of signs (we had in mind all 4 variants), such as:
In this way, notice that the first series of solutions can be obtained from the third by taking k = 0. Thus the two can be combined into one:
By the way, the reader can find that a form of the answer as follows is more representative:
It turns out that there is a shorter solution of equation (1), and answer structure is simpler. Return to equation (3) . The solutions we need to reject those when tg x = m + 1 2 , and those when ctg x = p (m, p ∈ Z). However, if equation (3) has a solution ctg x = p, it is then tg x + p = k + 
It means that 2 2m+1 is integer, which is possible only when 2m + 1 is divisor of 2, i.e., is equal to one of the numbers 1, −1, 2, −2. But 2m+1 -odd number, thus 2m+1 = 1 or 2m + 1 = −1, i.e. m = 0 or m = −1. When m = 0, then from equality (10) k = 2, and when m = −1, then k = −3.
So even without starting to solve equation (3), we have got an interesting result: if k = 2, then for equation (1) extraneous solutions may be only solutions of equation (3) of form tg x = m + 
The latter equation has no solutions when | 4 2k+1 | > 1, i.e., when |2k + 1| < 4, −4 < 2k + 1 < 4, −5 < 2k < 3, − Now we have to reject the extraneous solutions. As we have already set up, they can be just as k = 2, tg x = 
Determine, when tg x = 
Thus the first series of (11) must be rejected, and remains the second series x = Join solutions of cases k = 2 and k = −3. Since in one series (2n + 1) are odd numbers, in the other (2n) are even, they can be combined into a single series:
Now we can write the final answer: a set of solutions of equation (1) , k = 3, ±4, ±5, . . . , n ∈ Z . (13)
We have already seen how you can make sure that it is the same (5) set. Here, the structure of the answer is much simpler -no need of any square root (by the way, above in solving equation was actually used obvious, but rarely formulated and substantiated theorem: the square root of a natural number is rational only when this number is the square of an integer). Of course, this refers to the fact that equation (3) is quadratic with respect to the tg x but with respect to sin 2x -first degree.
Just as the (5) can be written as (6) -(9), set (13) can be represented by different variants. Then, for example, formula (6) corresponds to a variant as follows:
, n ∈ Z, k ∈ N .
